Improving recovery of ECG signal with deterministic guarantees using split signal for multiple supports of matching pursuit (SS-MSMP) algorithm.
Compressed sensing (CS) is a new field used for signal acquisition and design of sensor that made a large drooping in the cost of acquiring sparse signals. In this paper, new algorithms are developed to improve the performance of the greedy algorithms. In this paper, a new greedy pursuit algorithm, SS-MSMP (Split Signal for Multiple Support of Matching Pursuit), is introduced and theoretical analyses are given. The SS-MSMP is suggested for sparse data acquisition, in order to reconstruct analog and efficient signals via a small set of general measurements. This paper proposes a new fast method which depends on a study of the behavior of the support indices through picking the best estimation of the corrosion between residual and measurement matrix. The term multiple supports originates from an algorithm; in each iteration, the best support indices are picked based on maximum quality created by discovering correlation for a particular length of support. We depend on this new algorithm upon our previous derivative of halting condition that we produce for Least Support Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (LS-OMP) for clear and noisy signal. For better reconstructed results, SS-MSMP algorithm provides the recovery of support set for long signals such as signals used in WBAN. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the new suggested algorithm performs well compared to existing algorithms in terms of many factors used for reconstruction performance.